MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATION
(In compliance with rules pursuant to ORS 520)

JEFFERSON GAS LLC  CLAYTON #1

(Company or Operator) (Lease) (Well No.)

Sec. 58, T. 105, R. 3W  Surveyed Coordinates (if directional, BHL & SHL): 2,235' REL.

2,466' FWL

Wildcat:  
(or) Field Name:  
County:  LINN

Date:  11/19/98  
Signature:  

Use this form for telephone applications to deepen, rework, abandon, or any other proposed procedure on an existing well.

This form becomes a permit when signed and dated by DOGAMI in the box below.

The present condition of the well, including complete casing record, is as follows:

9 5/8" c.s.q. e 507'

5 1/2" c.s.q. e 1349'

TD well 1356'

994')

perf. without to 1,324'

Following is a detailed account of proposed work:

Plugging Procedure - fill well from bottom to top. Run tubing to TD and cement first stage v 500' above perf. Pull up above cement and fill to surface with cement. Top off if plug falls.

DOGAMI approved  Nov. 19  , 19 98

Provide DOGAMI notice to witness cementing by DAE. DRUMM, DOGAMI

Spacing Unit